
 

 

 
 
 

The Digital Solutions Gallery Virtual Keynote  
September 23, 2021 

   

“The Future Of The Omni-Connected Enterprise ” 
    

It has been said our answer to risk comes in three stages; “preparedness,” “response,” and “recovery.”   
Historians may conclude this past year has been light on “preparedness” and heavy on reaction.   

Our common “response” has been on as many levels as possible, arguably all at the same time and often with 
no plan or playbook.  Yet some organizations did step up successfully to lead wholesale transitions to remote 
work, accelerate innovation and cut through aging organizational bureaucracies to be more responsive to 
consumer needs. 

Some, but not all.  As we all now face that “recovery”, our world continues to change.  Lingering questions still 
demonstrate the lack of a firm grasp on what will be or needs to be next.  Now gone are the days when 
customers “go” online,…they are always on online and always connected to news, trends, influencers and 
economic and world events. 

These next years are pivotal if we are to get the word out about how we have now truly prepared forward for 
the “omni-connected” always-on world of immediacy, enterprise transparency and heightened expectations. 

How is your “recovery” coming?  That future is close at hand, and you need to be ready, as much is on the line. 

This critical discussion should not be missed.  Please join us in our eighth 2021 session within this 
noted series, where in our virtual format you will hear first-hand lessons-learned from top-tier leaders 
who have been successful in these same revolutionary and disruptive journeys. 

The “Digital Solutions Gallery™” series is a nationally acclaimed ongoing forum where senior leaders and 
their business peers come together in a comfortable setting to share their experiences and insights, as well as 
collectively and collaboratively attack common issues.  Throughout 2021, this series will be conducting a ten-
session series of informative programs on the theme of “Gateway To 2025”, wherein participants will gain a 
better appreciation of not only what is coming, but also a better appreciation of just how its associated value 
might be captured. 

There is no cost to invited senior leaders.  Sponsoring opportunities are available for invited technology product 
and service providers.   

 

 Agenda: 
10:00am             Opening Introduction  

  
         
 
 
 
  

Mr. Bruce Barnes 
Program Co-Founder 
The Ohio State University 
     and Co-Host For The Session 



 

 
 
 
 
10:10 am Showcased Keynote Presentations And Expert Panel 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     
 

 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Mr. Thornton May  
Internationally Acclaimed IT Futurist  
Co-Host For The Session 
 
Thornton May is a futurist, educator and noted author.  He is the Co-
Founder of the Digital Solutions Gallery, as well as the Founder of the 
Digital Value Institute. 
 
His extensive experience researching and consulting on the role and 
behaviors of “C” level executives in creating value with information 
technology has won him an unquestioned place on the short list of serious 
thinkers on this topic. 
 
Thornton combines a scholar’s patience for empirical research, a stand-
up comic’s capacity for pattern recognition and a second-to-none gift for 
storytelling to address the information technology management problems 
facing executives.  
 
The editors at eWeek honored Thornton, including him on their list of Top 
“100 Most Influential People in IT”. The editors at Fast Company labeled 
him ‘one of the top 50 brains in business. 
 

Ms. Karen Beebe 
CIO and SVP of Operations 
Vineyard Vines (NYC)  
 
Ms. Beebe is a highly experienced technology leader with expertise in 
large-scale business transformation initiatives and organizational 
leadership.  She has spent over 20 years in retail/manufacturing space, 
combining leadership and expertise in developing and implementing 
business strategies to effectively impact operational efficiency, enhance 
competitiveness, and increase revenues.  

Prior to joining Vineyard Vines, she was the SVP for Systems 
Development and Delivery for Chico’s FAS, Inc. 

Prior to Chico’s, she spent nearly 20 years at Lbrands, where her evolving 
roles included Chief Technology Officer, VP of the Business Solutions 
Group, and Director of Merchandise Planning and Allocation. 

Ms. Beebe holds a degree in Systems Analysis from Miami University 
(OH). 



 

 
 
 

                          
 
 
 

 
 

         
                           
 
    
                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr. Michael Carper 
Global Head, IS&T Operations 
Rio Tinto (Brisbane, AUS) 
Former CIO; Sears, RadioShack, JCPenney, Dick’s, others 
 
Dr. Carper has over 30 years of proven successful leadership 
experience in developing and implementing IT strategies and 
enterprise architecture solutions for multi-billion-dollar organizations.  

He has held senior leadership roles in large international enterprises 
in retail, telecommunications, mining, healthcare and financial services 
industries in the both the US and Australia.  He is noted for 
spearheading continuous improvement and transformative change 
initiatives with a history of demonstrating significant business value 
leading to optimum financial results, improved customer experience 
and retention.  That expertise includes how to improve value delivery 
within organizations facing significant financial and/or operations 
challenges. 

His passion for customers is coupled with a keen interest in how to 
generate improved visibility and traffic in stores and websites using 
modern marketing techniques that connect the customer with the 
brand and then knowing what customers want before they know they 
want it. 

Mike holds a Ph.D. in Technology Management from Indiana State 
University, as well as a Masters in Information & Communication 
Science from Ball State.  He also holds a Bachelors degree in  
Electrical Engineering Technology from Purdue University. 

 

Ms. Jasmine Glasheen 
Principal & CEO 
Jasmine Glasheen & Associates (San Diego, CA) 
 
Jasmine is retail writer, speaker, content marketer/strategist, and thought 
leader. As CEO of Jasmine Glasheen & Associates, she spearheads a 
millennial think tank that assists retailers in creating top-performing content and 
content strategy. She’s a frequent contributor to prominent retail magazines, 
news sites, tech blogs, and numerous fashion and lifestyle trade shows (The 
Robin Report, Other World Computing, IBM, Sourcing Journal, and many 
more). 
 
She has provided fresh thought leadership in the form of presentations, live 
video content, webinars, and podcasts for clients including, but not limited to: 
Perry Ellis International, ASD Market Week, RetailWire, the National Retail 
Federation's Shop.org, the Independent Retailer Conference, and Halloween & 
Party Expo. 
 
Jasmine is a Leading Voice on LinkedIn, a Vend Top 100 Retail Influencer and 
was named a Thinkers360 Top 100 Women B2B ThoughtLeaders to Follow in 
2020. 



 

          
 

11:20am Session Summary of Key Points/Action Items/Next Steps 
         

 
 
 

 
 
11:30am Adjournment   
 
 

          

 

 

 

Mr. Dave Cherry 
Principal and Executive Advisor, Cherry Advisory 
Digital Solutions Gallery Co-Producer 
The Ohio State University 
 
      
 


